FITTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR RYCO CABIN FILTER RCA116P.

Housing unit

Screws
(re-use)

Cover (re-use)

1: Remove cover from housing unit.
Remove and discard dirty filters.
(do not discard cover or screws.)

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR RYCO CABIN FILTER RCA116P.

Housing unit

Filter assemblies

Cover

Screws
(re-use)

Cover (re-use)

2: Filters and cover assembly.
Slide tongue on top of filter into groove on bottom
of 2nd filter, then slide tongue on cover into groove
on bottom of filter as shown.

1: Remove cover from housing unit.
Remove and discard dirty filters.
(do not discard cover or screws.)

Housing unit.

2: Filters and cover assembly.
Slide tongue on top of filter into groove on bottom
of 2nd filter, then slide tongue on cover into groove
on bottom of filter as shown.
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Filter assemblies.

Cover.

Maintenance label.

3: Install the filter assembly-cover in the housing
unit
a: Tilt the filter - cover assembly.
b: Insert the front half of top filter into housing unit
c: Push assembly up and into the housing unit while
sliding them together.
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4: Fill in the maintenance label and stick to right hand
end of dashboard as shown
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3: Install the filter assembly-cover in the housing
unit
a: Tilt the filter - cover assembly.
b: Insert the front half of top filter into housing unit
c: Push assembly up and into the housing unit while
sliding them together.
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4: Fill in the maintenance label and stick to right hand
end of dashboard as shown
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